
TRANSFORM YOUR IPAD INTO A PROFESSIONAL DIY VIDEO PRODUCTION STUDIO 

THE “IN-HOUSE COUNSEL” OF PROFESSIONAL VIDEO FOR YOUR LAW FIRM 

Transform your iPad into an all-in-one mobile production studio with the Padcaster.  
Rugged, elegant, and versatile, Padcaster lets you create professional-quality video content with its 

wide-angle lens, shotgun microphone, and dual microphone/headphone cable.  From constructing high 
quality video content for your website to producing webinars, seminars, events and video depositions, 

the Padcaster replaces the need for an expensive, external video production firm to suit all of your 
video marketing needs. With the Padcaster you can create professional video with ease. 

Fits all iPad, iPad Air, iPad Pro9.7 and iPad mini models 
PADCASTER INCLUDES: 

Lens Bracket with 72-58mm Step-Down Ring 
.45 Wide-Angle Lens 

Padcaster Unidirectional Microphone 
Dual Mic & Headphone Cable 

Lifetime Unconditional Warranty 
*additional accessories available*

The Padcaster



VT-16 TRIPOD 
The VT-16 is a robust, three-stage aluminum tripod with 
an adjustable ball head and quick release plate to lock 
your shot down fast. 

XP-38 LED LIGHT 
The XP-38 LED is a variable brightness, daylight 
balanced light that accepts AA or Lithium-ion batteries 
and has a swivel neck for easy positioning. 

V-POD PISTOL GRIP TRIPOD
A sturdy pistol grip and telescoping mini-tripod, the 
versatile PT-16 is great for hand-held filming and on-the-
fly interviews. 

SELECT ACCESSORIES 

MXL-LSM5 STICK MIC
The LSM5 stick mic provides a solid low-end and clear 
high-end frequency ideal for eliminating unwanted 
feedback in live settings. Comes with a six-foot Female 
XLR to 3.5mm (mini) Male TRRS split cable with a 3.5mm 
headphone jack, allowing you to record and monitor your 
audio with one cable. 

TPCS-1 - THREE-PIECE CLAMP SYSTEM 
Padcaster’s three-piece clamp system includes a Mini 
Clamp, Cold Shoe Stud and Cold Shoe adapter.  Attach 

GPA-1 GO PRO ADAPTER 
Pop your GoPro in this tripod adapter and attach it to the 
Padcaster frame.  Add accessories and you've got a full- 
function GoPro Cage system. 



PADCASTER STUDIO 
PERFECT FOR MARKETING, WEBSITE VIDEOS, WEBINARS, SEMINARS, EVENTS, DEPOSITIONS AND MORE.  

Padcaster Studio includes
One Padcaster (fits any size iPad Air, mini or Original) 
One XP-38 LED  
One VT-16 Fluid Head Tripod 
One 5’x7’ pop-out green screen with carry case 
Padcaster shotgun mic  
*additional accessories available upon request*


